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SUMMARY
The modern analysis of normative and technical regulation of geodetic and cartographic activity in
the Russian Federation was done including national and professional standards, documents of
GCINR (geodetic, cartographic instructions, norms and regulations) system. The directions of
technical regulation improvements in the field of geodesy and cartography were considered in line
with the event of adoption in the year 2015 of Federal laws named “On Standardization in the
Russian Federation” and “On Geodesy, Cartography and spatial data and on input of changes in
some law acts of the Russian Federation”.
SUMMARY
Выполнен анализ современного состояния правового и технического регулирования
геодезической и картографической деятельности в Российской Федерации, в том числе
национальными и отраслевыми стандартами, документами системы ГКИНП (геодезические,
картографические инструкции, нормы и правила). Рассмотрены направления
совершенствования технического регулирования в сфере геодезии и картографии в связи с
принятием в 2015 г. Федеральных законов «О стандартизации в Российской Федерации» и
«О геодезии, картографии и пространственных данных и о внесении изменений в отдельные
законодательные акты Российской Федерации».
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1. INTRODUCTION
The legal and technical regulation of geodetic and cartographic activity in the Russian Federation is
being performed on the base of normative legal acts, normative and technical documents of
different level.
The main normative legal documents regulating relations in the sphere of geodesy and cartography
are: Constitution of the Russian Federation and Federal constitutional laws; International
agreements and contracts; Federal laws, regulating the mentioned above activity directly; Federal
laws, regulating geodetic and cartographic activity in neighboring industries inside other activity;
Acts of the President of the Russian Federation, Orders of Government of the Russian Federation,
normative and legal acts of federal bodies of executive power.
2. PRESENT CONDITION OF LEGAL AND TECHNICAL REGULATION IN THE
FIELD OF GEODESY, CARTOGRAPHY AND SPATIAL DATA INFRASTRUCTURE
The bases for legal conduction of geodetic and cartographic activity is reflected in the Constitution
of the Russian Federation where geodesy, cartography and geographical names of objects according
to statement 71 (section “p”) are a part of State activity of the Russian Federation.
Presently, normative and technical regulation in the field of geodesy and cartography in the Russian
Federation is conducted according to Federal Laws:
“On Geodesy and Cartography”
“On Geographical Names of Objects”
“On technical Regulation”
“On providence of joining the measurements”
“On licensing of certain types of activity”
“On navigation activity”
“On Space activity”
“On State cadaster of real estate”.
The mentioned above laws regulate relations in the sphere of fixed requirements and norms to
products, make possible to check quality of products with fixed requirements, provide a unified
technic of all measurements, as well as relations rising along with performance, approval and
cancelation of actions, publishing and applying the documents of standardization.
In order to perform legal lows the Government of the Russian Federation and federal bodies of
executive power issue sub-law normative Acts.
Up till now, normative and technical regulation in the field of geodesy and cartography is being
performed in the framework, approved according to the GCINR instruction (geodetic, cartographic
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instructions, norms and rules) system of Federal Service for Geodesy and Cartography of Russia.
For example:

The database of normative and technical documentation of GCINR system includes about 300
approved documents.
The structure of normative documents formed in the field of geodesy and cartography:

3. DIRECTIONS TO IMPROVE PERFECTION OF LEGAL AND TECHNICAL
REGULATION IN THE FIELD OF GEODESY, CARTOGRAPHY AND SPATIAL
DATE INFRASTRUCTURE
At present, legal and technical regulation in the field of geodesy and cartography is under major
changes.
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Federal law “On Technical Regulation” has come into force.
A new Federal laws has been adopted:
“On geodesy, cartography and spatial data and on input of changes in some law acts of the Russian
Federation”

“On Standardization in the Russian Federation”

Adoption of the Federal law “On geodesy, cartography and spatial data and on input of changes in
some law acts of the Russian Federation” forced to develop and accept a range of normative legal
acts for its realization in form of orders of the President of the Russian Federation, Resolutions of
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Government of the Russian Federation, orders of Ministry of Economic Development of Russia,
Ministry of Defence of Russia and other federal bodies of executive power.
The list of drafts of the Acts of the President of the Russian Federation, Government of the Russian
Federation and federal bodies of executive power, which are needed to fulfill the norms of federal
law “On geodesy, cartography and spatial data and on input of changes in some law acts of the
Russian Federation”, considers developing and adoption of 42 normative lawful acts (17 acts – in
2016 and 25 – in 2017). As of November 15, 2016 already elaborated and adopted 5 of normative
lawful acts in the form of resolutions of the Government of the Russian Federation.
Structure of normative documents in the field of geodesy and cartography in the light of the federal
laws that came in power:

In this regard, the development of a 2020 program for technical regulation in the field of geodesy
and cartography provides the updating of normative documentation regulating geodetic,
topographic and cartographic works based on their harmonization with international standards,
optimization of the normative base structure in the conditions of market economy and Russian’s
activities in ITO.
The scheme of perfection of legal normative and technical base in the sphere of geodesy and
cartography:
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The structure of regulatory bodies of normative legal and normative-technical regulation in the
field of geodesy and cartography in Russian Federation:
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First, it is planned to develop new national standards (GOST R) “The System of standards in the
field of geodesy, cartography and spatial data. Main statements” and “The Order of development
and acceptance of methodological, normative and technical acts in the field of geodesy, cartography
and spatial data in the Russian Federation”.
The draft standard “The System of standards in the field of geodesy, cartography and spatial data.
Main statements” has been developed and passing through necessary procedure.
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